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[SECTION A-15 MARKS] 

[A] Answer in one word:-        (1 X15 = 15)  

1. What is the smallest 2 digit number? 

2. What is the greatest 3 digit number? 

3. Place value of 4 in 540 is ____ 

4. Face value of 9 in 389 is _____ 

5. When we subtract 0 from a number, we get ____ 

6. The answer of multiplication is called ______  

 

7. Fill in the blanks:- 
a) 100+ 50+ 3= _____ 

b)  900+ 60+0= _____ 

 

 

     8.Write the following fractions in number form:- 

a) One – half- _____   b) One- fourth-_____  

 

     9. Identify the equally distributed figures and put tick ( √ ) 

 

 

  
10. Add:- 

42 + 3 = ____                     50 + 5 = ____ 

11. Subtract:- 
68 - 5 = ____                      93- 0 = _____ 

 

12. Form any two numbers with the given digits- 3,7,4 

13. What comes after 989? 

14. Write any 2 even numbers. 

15. Write ordinal number for these numbers:- 5 , 9  

 

[SECTION B- 20 MARKS] 

1. Vertical addition:-                  (2) 

a) 450 + 345 

b) 651+ 549 

2. Write in expanded form:-        (2) 

a) 560 

b) 728 

3. Arrange the following numbers in ascending order:-    (2) 

a) 335, 240,530, 120 

b) 761,400, 210, 354 

4.Circle the odd numbers:-        (2) 

 

 

69 26 74 91 82 37 50 109 



5. Select the greatest number:-       (2) 

a) 760, 238, 450 

b) 500, 690, 805 

[SECTION C-30 MARKS] 

Q1. Show the following number on abacus:-593     (3) 

Q2. Write number name of the following :-     (3) 

a) 184 

b) 203 

c) 512 

Q3. Write the division facts of the following:-     (3) 

a) 7 X 8= 56 

b) 9 X 5= 45 

Q4. Multiply:-         (3) 

a) 530   b)  412 

X 2        X 2 

 

 

Q5. Divide:-          (3) 

      a) 60÷10 

      b) 49÷ 7 

Q6. Write these numbers in short form:-      (3) 

a) 300+ 40+2 = 

b) 500+ 60+5 = 

c) 700+30+0  =  

Q7. Write the following in numerals:-      (3) 

a) Nine hundred thirty six- ____ 

b) Two hundred eighty -____ 

c) Six hundred fifty one- ____ 

Q8. Identify the number shown on abacus:-     (3) 

 

 

 

 

Q9. Put the correct symbol > ,< or =      (3) 

       a)  540 ____ 349 

     b)  717 ____ 980 

     c)  650 ____ 650 

 

Q10. Colour the pictures according to the given fraction:- 
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[SECTION D- 35 MARKS] 

A. Story sums:-        (5X4 = 20) 

Q1. Sarthak had 430 toffees and Neha had 216 toffees. Find the total number of toffees? 

 

Q2. A fruitseller sold 157 apples on Monday and 395 apples on Tuesday. How many more 

apples did he sell on Tuesday? 

 

Q3. Riddhi had 30 chocolates. She distributed these chocolates equally to 5 friends. How many 

chocolates each child got? 

 

Q4. A car has four wheels. If there are 20 cars, find the total number of wheels? 

 

B. Look at the picture given below and answer the following questions:- (5) 

 

                                  

a) Frog is in ______ place. (first/ third) 

b) Lion is in ______ place. 

c) _______ is in third place. 

d) Elephant is in _____ place. 

e) Rabbit is in _____ place. 

C. Find the difference and check your answer:-     (5) 

a) 530- 168 

D.  Solve:-          (5) 

a) Make smallest and greatest 3-digit number using these numbers, without repeating the 

numbers 2, 8, 0 

b) Write the place value and face value of number 3 in 385. 

 


